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Pie-baking made easy.  What could be better than a fresh summer pie brimming with sweet ripe

fruit, or a steaming chicken pot pie? Baking a homemade pie from scratch is surprisingly easy with

Julie Hasson's guidance, and the results are rewarding.  The Complete Book of Pies is like having

your grandmother in the kitchen with you. The entire pie-making process is covered in

easy-to-follow detail from start to finish. The book is filled with hundreds of recipes for fruit, cream

and savory pies along with dozens of special tips and time-saving shortcuts to help make pie-baking

a breeze. There are tips for making dough and rolling it; ideas for decorative pie tops; and quick and

easy alternatives to pastry dough.  These luscious recipes are among the many that are sure to

please: Apple cranberry spice crumb pie, brown sugar apple pie with almond crumb topping

Blueberry pie, boysenberry pie, bumbleberry crumb pie, peach pie, sour cherry pie White chocolate

key lime pie, chocolate cream pie, butterscotch cream pie, coconut cream pie Chocolate chip pecan

pie, rum pecan pie, chocolate truffle tart, chocolate peanut butter mousse pie Caramelized onion,

thyme and olive tart, quiche lorraine, chicken pot pie with mushrooms and leeks.  Both the novice

and experienced baker will benefit from the author's extensive baking expertise. Sixteen pages of

color photographs and extensive illustrations provide baking guidance and inspiration. The

Complete Book of Pies is a basic reference for any home baker.
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Baking a pie from scratch can be surprisingly easy by following Julie's step-by-step instructions and

fail-safe recipes. (Larry Cox Tucson Citizen 2009-02-25)[For] experienced cooks who want new

ideas and newcomers who want to try making pie. (Sue Story Truax Omaha World-Herald



2008-11-26)Pie is a dish for all seasons. Baking a homemade pie from scratch is surprisingly easy

with Julie Hasson's guidance and expert know-how.... Perfect for beginners yet packed with enough

helpful tips and great recipes to inspire experienced pie-makers, The Complete Book of Pies has

something for everybody. With pages and pages or color photographs and detailed instructions

providing step-by-step guidance, bakers will never find themselves at a loss for inspiration, but may

find themselves unable to decide which great pie to try next. (We Taste Cincinnati online

2008-10-22)

Julie Hasson is a chef, cookbook author and Internet television host. Her articles and recipes have

been featured in magazines. This is her fifth cookbook, others include 125 Best Cupcake Recipes

and 300 Best Chocolate Recipes.

I LOVE this book! I heard the author on NPR and decided I needed to own this book. I initially

intended on making one pie per week until I made every recipe in the book...needless to say that

was a ittle too ambitious and I didn't follow that plan, but I've made many many pies and have not

been disappointed by any of them!

This is a Great Pie Cook book. There are a LOT of great recipes in this cook book that every one

will love. And lots of them are easy to make.This shipped Quickly and I received it fast.Good Price

and in good condition.Thank you.

Good, I have to start using the recipes. Marked pages I want to try.

This cookbook has a lot of really good and informative information. Nice pictures and easy to

understand recipes for al sorts of pies.

The pies in this book are so easy to make, and the one's I've tried turn out to be wonderful. I would

recommend this cookbook to anyone who loves to bake.

I was fortunate enough to have been a tester of some of the recipes (namely, the vegan ones), and I

can tell you that they are most excellent! During the testing phase, I would make a couple pies a

week and take them to work, where they were devoured by my co-workers! Whether you're looking

to make a pie just because, for a potluck, a family gathering, or whatever the occasion may be,



these pies will stand the test, impressing people of all dietary persuasions. And if you haven't

already done so, do check out Julie's blog at [...] for amazing recipes and video intructionals.

Anyone interested in food should be following the books, TV appearances, and internet cooking

shows of Julie Hasson. What a treat to have a whole book of her amazing pie recipes! I appreciate

the fact that many of the recipes are vegan-friendly (and are marked as such) for those of us

interested in vegan cooking, or who want to make delicious pie for a friend or family member who is

vegan or watching their cholesterol. Regardless of whether you are vegan, vegetarian, or omnivore,

there are many pies for you here!
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